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Bo Choi
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Requiem for Hybrid Life
Lux Aeterna
2017 Summer Artist Residency at NMARA
*New Media Art Research Association
INSPIRATION FROM SPACE / SITE
REQUIEM
FOR
HYBRID LIFE
 혼종생명을 위한 진혼곡

2017 NMARA
국제예술교류
다만예술 프로젝트

2017. 10. 17 Thur. - 10. 22 Sun
서울하상마크 예술동 / SeMA창고
Opening Show
2017. 10. 17 Thue 6:00 p.m.

O Lord, with Thy saints ever for Thee at Kind P
Projection Mapping
Projection Mapping in Art
Krzysztof Wodiczko
REQUIEM FOR HYBRID LIFE
VR IN FASHION DESIGN
REQUIEM FOR HYBRID LIFE

Opening Reception
2017. 11. 30. Thu. 6:00 p.m.

Epilogue
AR Exhibition
2017. 11. 30 Thu. - 2018. 2. 28 Wed.
NMARA Space 東齋
AR IN FASHION DESIGN
Spell on you
The 7th Seoul International Media Art Biennale
FASHION TREND - LED Light
2012 Summer
Collaboration
Oh!!!
Collaboration
Collaboration

What I planned.

What happened.
What is next?
SUSTAINABILITY IN FASHION + TECHNOLOGY FASHION
When a long hat is worn on the head:
The area of the hat is recognized as the face area – momentarily the figure is detected as a very tall person. Detection of human body area unstable.
AR is to combine, or mix, the view of the real environment with additional, virtual content that is presented through computer graphics.